The land within the boundary of the park indicated on this official deposit in the Crown Land Management System (TRIM) or the Protected Areas of British Columbia Act under the Park Act is hereby approved.

For Surveyor General, Victoria, B.C. ______________________

For Environmental Stewardship, ENV ______________________

Point of Commencement: UTM coordinates
E 488233 m N 5630727 m

The Park boundary is hereby shown on this plan and perpendicularly distant from a natural or boundary as shown on this plan.

The land within the boundary of the park indicated on this official deposit in the Crown Land Management System (TRIM) or the Protected Areas of British Columbia Act under the Park Act is hereby approved.

For Surveyor General, Victoria, B.C. ______________________

For Environmental Stewardship, ENV ______________________

Point of Commencement: UTM coordinates
E 488233 m N 5630727 m